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SUMMARY 

WPD proposes to build a new 132kV overhead line between two new substations at Brechfa 

Forest East Wind Farm and Brechfa Forest West Wind Farm then south to connect to 

Llandyfaelog onto an existing 132kV overhead tower line. 

 

This report relates to the design and construction issues for the E9 corridor and provides 

information following site visits carried out by OHL planning and design engineers. 

 

The proposed line will be a single circuit 132kV Single Circuit unearthed wood pole line design 

using an existing electricity network design specification adapted to the location, and climatic 

conditions.  The design of the proposed line will be in compliance with BS EN 50341 part 3 

annex 9 NNA for Great Britain and Northern Ireland. Steel towers or a bespoke design will be 

used when the span lengths at valleys and river crossings exceeds the maximum permissible 

design spans for the 132kV Single Circuit wood pole design. 

 

RSK environmental consultants have mapped corridors of land (300m wide) in which an 

overhead line can be routed avoiding areas of specific environmental interest.   

 

LSTC has undertaken site visits and desk study assessment of the proposed corridors and a 

series of indicative overhead lines between the two new substations at Brechfa Forest East 

Wind Farm and Brechfa Forest West Wind Farm have been identified. These indicative overhead 

lines have been developed and refined in consultation with the wider technical team. 

 

Upon this process of overhead line refinement between Brechfa Forest West Wind Farm and 

Brechfa Forest East Wind Farm it became apparent that the most northern option (Corridor E9) 

was unfeasible on technical grounds. The indicative overhead line within Corridor E9 raised 

major concerns from the technical team to the viability of the project with respect to design, 

construction, and maintenance of the line in this corridor. The technical Team conclude that for 

health and safety reasons the northern corridor comprising segments E1/E9 is not preferred. 
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1. OUTLINE ROUTE ALIGNMENT 

1.1 The purpose of this technical note is to describe the risks associated to the indicative 

overhead line located within corridor E9. The technical note comments on the design, 

constructability, operation and decommissioning constraints, highlighting specific 

examples of severe concern foreseen by the technical team.  

1.2 A series of preliminary 300m wide corridors were developed by the environmental 

and planning specialists to link a proposed substation at Brechfa Forest West Wind 

Farm with the Brechfa Forest East Wind Farm (Figure 1.1 – Section E Corridors). 

These corridors were presented for public and stakeholder consultation between 17
th
 

February and 11
th
 April 2014. 

Figure 1.1 – Section E Corridors

 

1.3 A high level, desk based review of these corridors was then conducted by the technical, 

environmental and planning teams in order to identify preliminary indicative overhead 

lines within the corridors. LSTC evaluated the overhead lines using a set of best practice 

engineering routing principles with the aim of identifying an overhead line which 

demonstrated the highest levels of compliance with the best practice engineering 

principles1. During this process of design evaluation it became apparent that the 

                                        
1 Brechfa Forest Connection Project-Draft Technical Note on Preliminary OHL Routes Issue B 29-01-2014, LSTC 
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northern most corridor in Section E, from here on in referred to as ‘OHL E9’ (Preliminary 

Indicative Over Head Line E9) was least favourable on technical grounds.   

1.4 The preliminary indicative OHL E9 is approximately 12.5km in length and runs from the 

proposed Substation at Brechfa West Windfarm to the proposed substation at Brechfa 

East Wind Farm as illustrated in Figure 1.2 below and Figure 1.3 overleaf.  

 

Figure 1.2 – Indicative OHL (OS plan view) E9 & Special Design Consideration Locations 

 

1.5 The first section of OHL E9 begins at the proposed substation at Brechfa West Wind 

Farm heading in a south easterly direction through coniferous plantation woodland to 

the first angle position (structure 5). At which point OHL E9 heads in an easterly 

direction in the main through coniferous plantation woodland, crossing two existing 

forestry tracks and a small stream to the next angle position (structure 9).  From here 

OHL E9 continues to pass through coniferous plantation woodland in a north easterly 

direction crossing another existing forest track. It then crosses the first of numerous 

challenging steep sided valleys (the Pib Valley – Figures 1.4 and 1.5). At this location 

the valley at either side of the Afon Pib stream rises steeply from approximately 150m to 

240m. Additionally the basin of this valley is designated as a site of Ancient Woodland.  

To cross this valley a long span design of approximately 345m would be required 
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between angle structures 12 and 13.  On the eastern side of the valley OHL E9 crosses 

another existing forest track before the section ends at structure 13.  

Figure 1.3 – Indicative OHL (aerial photography) E9 & Special Design Consideration Locations 
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Figure 1.4 - The Pib Valley (OS plan view) Crossing Before Construction 

 

Figure 1.5 - The Pib Valley (aerial photography view) Crossing Before Construction 
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1.6 From structure 13 OHL E9 heads in a slightly more northerly direction through more 

coniferous plantation woodland and utilising two narrow spans to enable a steep climb 

to approximately 280m. The OHL meets and runs alongside an existing track just south 

of the structure 17. From here it continues in a slightly more north easterly direction 

along a ridgeline adjacent the existing forest track before crossing it at a point just 

south of structure 19. From structure 19 the OHL angles again to a slightly more 

northern direction along a more elevated stretch of land that is in the main coniferous 

plantation woodland and alongside Flush Meadow at Sheep Dip which is an area of grass 

and marsh land. North of this location OHL E9 crosses another existing forest track 

which is also marked as a public Right of Way (Cistercian Way). North of this track the 

OHL passes across an area of felled woodland before coming to the next angle position 

(structure 29).  

1.7 At structure 29 the OHL angles in a slightly more easterly direction passing through a 

dense patch of coniferous plantation woodland. Position 32 sits approximately 45m 

south of a Historic environment Record (PEN_RHIW_LWYD, 30240). The first five spans 

in this section gradually decline from approximately 290m to 240m. Then from 

structures 34 to 37 which is the next angle position the OHL declines more steeply to 

150m facilitated by shorter span lengths. The OHL crosses 3 existing forest tracks 

between structures 29 and 37. It is at this point between angle position 37 and structure 

38 that the OHL crosses another steep sided valley, of the Afon Marlais stream (Plates 

1.1-1.3). A long span of approximately 220m is required from a height of approximately 

150m on the south side to 200m on the northern side. This is required to enable a 

technically feasible crossing but also to cross a section of broadleaved woodland that 

has been identified as lichen-rich and is also a possible habitat for the waved carpet 

moth.  On the north side of this crossing the OHL climbs steeply by approximately 50m 

facilitated by three extremely short spans, which also cross an existing forest track. The 

remainder of the section rises gradually over a peak of approximately 270m crossing a 

local road at Cae’r-blaidd before starting to decline gradually to the next angle structure 

47.  
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Plates 1..-1.3 - Marlais Valley Crossing 

 
 
1.8 At structure 47, OHL E9 again deviates to a more easterly direction gradually declining 

across farm land until angle structure 51 which is located just within an area of 

coniferous plantation woodland.   

1.9 From structure 51 OHL E9 heads in an easterly direction across more plantation 

woodland, some of which has been recently felled. The OHL crosses a bridleway at 

structure 54 and a footpath just before angle structure 59. OHL E9 again turns in more 

north easterly direction crossing another shorter steep sided valley and a local road that 

is heading south west from the village of Gwernogle. On the north side of this road 

crossing and continuing in a north easterly direction OHL E9 than travels along a section 

of farmland on the slopes of a large hill to the west of a local road that runs through 

Pant-y-couba.  

1.10 At angle structure 69 the OHL heads in a slightly more northern direction. The first two 

poles of the section are located within an area of Semi-natural broadleaved woodland 

before again crossing farmland up until angle structure 75. Continuing in a slightly less 

exaggerated north easterly direction OHL E9 crosses a footpath and spans another 

section of semi-natural broadleaved woodland. The OHL then crosses two more fields of 

open farmland before crossing a local road slightly north of Pant-Y’r-Eglwys. On the 

eastern side of this local road OHL E9 enters another large area of coniferous plantation 

woodland reaching an altitude of 300m and crossing two existing forest tracks up until 

the next angle position, structure 88.  

1.11 At structure 88 the OHL deviates to an easterly direction, where it immediately crosses  

another steep sided valley (Nant Llwyd Valley) at an altitude of approximately 250m. 

This valley crossing is approximately 340m across both coniferous plantation and a strip 

of ancient semi natural woodland. The valley crossing additionally over sails a bridleway 

and the Cistercian Way. On the eastern side of the crossing a short span up a steep 

slope is required to facilitate the crossing before the next angle position, structure 90.  
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1.12 From structure 90 continuing in a relatively eastern direction the OHL crosses mainly 

open farmland to the south of Banc Farm and the second part of the steep sided Nant 

Llwyd Valley until the next angle position, structure 94. At which point OHL E9 crosses 

an existing by-way that is open to all traffic (BOAT) before heading back into another 

large section of coniferous plantation woodland. The section gradually declines from 

approximately 300m at structure 94 to about 230m at structure 101. At this point the 

OHL must cross another major steep sided valley; Gorlech Valley. This valley crossing is 

at an altitude of approximately 230m and requires a span of approximately 350m. The 

valley crossing over sails a bridleway and two existing forest tracks.  

Plates 1.4-1.6 - Gorlech Valley Crossing 

 
 
1.13 On the eastern side of the Gorlech Valley the OHL heads in a slightly more south 

easterly direction through more coniferous plantation woodland to the south of Banc 

Llywelau before coming to another major valley crossing at structure 108. At this point 

the OHL crosses two steep sided valleys (Nant Llyweleau Valley). The first valley 

crossing position at structure 108 is at an altitude of approximately 230m with a span 

length of approximately 325m to structure 109 at an altitude of approximately 180m. At 

this point the OHL heads in a slightly more north easterly direction crossing the second 

of the two valleys across a span of approximately 340m to structure 110 which is at an 

altitude of approximately 240m. From structure 110 the OHL heads in a more north 

easterly direction climbing from approximately 240m to 280m at the proposed Brechfa 

East Substation Location where it terminates.  
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2. OVERHEAD LINE DESIGN  

2.1 The indicative section of overhead line (OHL E9) as described in section 1 was designed 

to Energy Network Association (ENA) Technical Specification 43-50 Issue 2, 2012 

‘Specification for Single Circuit Overhead Lines on Wood Poles for use at 132kV’. The 

line is an unearthed design. The line design is based upon a “Poplar” 200mm². All 

Aluminium Alloy Conductor (AAAC) operating to a temperature of 75 degrees Celsius 

and to a tension of 5.18KN. The clearances were designed in accordance with ENA 43-8.  

2.2 The profiles were developed using a Digital Terrain Model (DTM) which was supplied by 

3D WebTech. The DTM uses point data to create a Triangular Integrated Network (TIN), 

which creates a series of triangles linking all of the points. The overhead line is then 

draped over the TIN; at the locations where the alignment crosses one of the triangles 

an elevation can be extracted. From this the poles can be spotted in order to create the 

Overhead Line Profile.  

2.3 The overhead line route was profiled so as to minimise any impact on existing 

vegetation and farming operations. Therefore the poles were profiled on the premise 

that they would be located close to existing field boundaries but where possible 

remaining outside of existing hedgerows and tree lines. Although terrain dependant the 

line design incorporates a basic span of 130m. However in numerous locations much 

shorter span lengths are required in order to navigate steep slopes. Additionally, special 

structures are required where span lengths exceed the maximum permissible design 

span. These long spans across steep sided valley crossings are covered in more detail in 

Section 3 (Special Design Considerations) of this Technical Note. 

2.4 The overhead line design also considered the crossing of various obstacles, such as 

roads, existing forest tracks and existing overhead line services. Where possible the 

overhead line crosses roads at a perpendicular angle and preferably not mid span so as 

to maximise road clearance. Additionally, the existing forest tracks were crossed at a 

perpendicular angle so as again to maximise clearances but also to minimise impact on 

forest harvesting. Overhead lines running parallel to the forest tracks has the potential 

to severely impact the forestry commissions ability to harvest the forest above and/or 

below the overhead line. However, in some locations it was unavoidable to not run 

parallel to existing forest tracks due to terrain difficulties associated with steep slopes 

(access and construction issues are discussed further in section 4 of this Technical 

Note). The overhead line design must also consider the implications of existing overhead 

utilities and underground utilities where necessary. 
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2.5 A further consideration was given to whether OHL E9 would remain a complete H pole 

design or whether single pole structures would also be utilised. The intermediate H poles 

structures are two poles with a galvanised steel cross arm. At angle and section 

positions stays are necessary to support the tension created by angles of deviation and 

where uplift or out of balance longitudinal tension occurs. Due to constraints regarding 

the terrain and altitude it was decided that an H pole design would be required 

throughout the E9 corridor  with the ma imum angle of deviation restricted to    . In 

addition to the H poles some special structures (3 Pole and/or towers) are required at 

the valley crossings as discussed in section 3 of this Technical Note.  

2.6 This Technical Note is based on an indicative alignment; the next step would be to move 

onto detailed design. The first step in the detailed design would be to create a line of 

sight along the overhead line route. This would require extensive tree removal at a 

width of 5m along the route in order for a full topographical survey to be carried out.  

Thereafter a detailed profile can be cut based on the survey data.  

2.7 In addition to the swathe of tree removal required for the line sight survey, a greater 

swathe would need to be removed and de-stumped before construction could begin. As 

illustrated in Figure 2.1 according to ENA 43-8 the minimum distance between the 

outer conductor and the tree line is 7.5m.  

Figure 2.1 - ENA 43-8 Clearance to Trees 

 

2.8 The width of outside conductor to outside conductor based on two wooden poles is 

10m. Additionally a limit of deviation of 5m left and right of the overhead line centre line 
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is required (note this is subject to detailed design), this is to allow for any micro-siting 

issues encountered during construction. Therefore an overall swathe of 25m needs to be 

removed through areas of forestry to ensure safe overhead line clearances are 

maintained. Of this 25m an assumed width of approximately 5m along the centre line 

will also need to be de-stumped to allow for the stringing operations.  

2.9 Introducing a wood pole overhead line in a heavily forested area will mean increased 

risk of outages from wind-borne debris. In addition, it will be necessary to introduce an 

enhanced tree-trimming regime that will avoid the potential of tracking and earth fault 

problems. In addition, where the trident line conductors are located above the 

surrounding forested areas, there may be an increased risk of lightning activity leading 

to possible lightning induced outages.  
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3. SPECIAL DESIGN CONSIDERATION AND PROFILES 

3.1 Due to the very nature of the E9 Corridor terrain and topography a series of special 

design considerations need to be applied. OHL E9 includes numerous steep sided valley 

crossings which exceed the maximum permissible span length for the standard H wood 

pole design. The maximum span length of the ENA 43-50 Specification is dependent on 

detailed design factors such as the altitude, and ice and wind ordinates (which are likely 

to be exaggerated across high valley crossings), although the maximum mid span value 

is approximately 150m. Dependant on detailed design considerations any spans of 

approximately 150m or more will require a special 3 Wood Pole stayed structure or 

tower design to achieve the greater span length. Table 3.1 overleaf indicates the spans 

in which may require special design structures.   

3.2 It should be noted that the standard trident designed crossarms assume a maximum 

downpull of 1:10 (for intermediate structures) and 1:5 (for all sections/angles and 

terminal structures). Where downpull loads exceed these values, stronger crossarm 

designs will be necessary. Whilst this is not necessarily a problem, it will likely mean a) 

the deployment of rotating suspension clamp on the intermediate post insulators 

(Anderson clamp) as the forces on a standard Armour Grip Support Reinforced (AGSR) 

unit may be too high; b) possible reduced electrical clearance from the conductor to the 

crossarm, particularly for the centre phase conductor on both the intermediate and 

section structures depending on the angle of declination; c) the design of specialized 

tension insulator string termination plates; and d) the design of longer crossarms to 

avoid conductor clash on long spans.   

3.3 As illustrated in Table 3.1 and Figures 3.1-3.6 (profiles and visualisations), all of the 

valley crossings within the OHL E9 route require towers either side of the valley’s  due to 

the steep up and/or down slope on either one or both sides of the crossing. In total 

there are 10 valley crossings ranging from 143m to 350m in length. As one is a double 

valley crossing (tower 109), 19 towers in total would be required along the OHL E9 

route. Thus making this option far less favourable to the other corridors which require 

far less of these structures. The difficulties associated with constructing and operating 

towers structures on steep valley slopes are discussed further in this chapter.   

3.4 The Long span crossings identified in Table 3.1 require bespoke designs, ether a 3 Pole 

Long Span Timber Gantry with Stays (Figure 3.7) or a Gantry Tower (Figure 3.8).  

The 3 Pole Long Span option however is only preferable on relatively level ground. The 

structure is of little benefit on steep slopes as the stays required to support such a 
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structure are at an angle that cannot be anchored to the steep slopes. If the angle of 

the slope exceeds the required angle of the stay then a tower must be utilised.  

3.5 The major constraint associated utilising tower structures in the OHL design at steep 

valley crossings relates to the preparation and subsequent stability of the tower 

platform. In order to construct a tower on such slopes a plateau must be cut into the 

slope. This plateau must be at least 20m² to enable enough space for the foundation 

construction, steel assembly and crane erection. Whilst the construction of such a 

plateau is a major health and safety risk in its own right, it must also have a sufficient 

down slope to provide future uplift resistance during the lifespan of the tower. 

3.6 It is also important to recognise the issue of Cascade Failure and containment. Due to 

the significant difference in conductor tension between “normal” spans and the long 

valley spans, it will be necessary to introduce section structures with counter-balance 

stays (fore and aft). Such structures would also act as failure containment anchor 

structures. Deploying likely 3-pole failure containment structures will mean greater land 

take for the positioning of the associated stays.  

3.7 Slope stability for all working platforms and access routes pose a significant risk to 

construction activities. All ground removal to prepare access routes and working 

platforms will required extensive stabilisation to ensure safe work site for construction 

and maintenance together with structural integrity of the line. Corridor E9 has the most 

incidences of steep slopes (see Table 3.1) which will require extensive mitigation to 

ensure safe working areas and methods. 

3.8 Initial site assessments indicate the presence of rock at or near round level. Foundation 

for structures will require excavation into rock which will require specialist plant. 

Geotechnical investigations will be required along the route, particularly at tower 

locations; these have not been carried out at this stage. However, the risks associated 

with excavation for foundation construction on steep slopes will be a problem from slope 

stability and CDM perspectives.  
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Table 3.1 – OHL E9 Steep Sided Valley Crossings Requiring Special Structures 

Name Span 
Length 
(metres) 

Structure 
Number 

Up 
Slope 

Down 
Slope 

Type 
(Steep or 
Shallow) 

Structure 
Number 

Up 
Slope 

Down 
Slope 

Type (Steep 
or Shallow) 

Crossing Structure 
Required 

Height distance 
between conductors 
and the valley bottom 
(metres) 

Pib Valley 12-13 350 12 1:2 1:2 Steep 13 1:2 1:2 Steep Tower 84 

Nant Cwm-Marydd 
Valley 

23-24 143.99 23 1:8 1:7 Steep 24 1:6 1:6 Steep  Tower 30 

Marlais Valley 37-38 350 37 1:3 1:3 Steep 38 1:2 1:2 Steep Tower 45 

Gwernogle Valley 

59-60 143.37 59 1:11 1:9 Shallow 60 1:5 1:5 Steep Tower 20 

Byrfon Valley 75-76 149 75 1:2 Level Shallow 76 1:3 1:3 Steep Tower 28 

Nant Llwyd Valley 
Crossing One 

88-89 343.3 88 1:2 1:2 Steep 89 1:2 1:2 Steep Tower 63 

Nant Llwyd Valley 
Crossing Two 

92-93 350 92 1:12 1:7 Shallow 93 1:8 1:7 Steep Tower 29 

Gorlech Valley 
101-
102 350 101 1:2 1:2 Steep 102 1:4 1:4 Steep Tower 78 

Nant Llweleau-bach 
Crossing One 108-

109 267.9 108 1:5 1:5 Steep 109 1:5 Level Steep Tower 47 

Nant Llweleau-bach 
Crossing Two 109-

110 339.46 109 1:5 Level Steep 110 1:3 1:2 Steep Tower 48 
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Figure 3.1 - Overall OHL E9 Indicative Profile 
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Figure 3.2 - OHL E9 Structures 1-30 Indicative Profile 
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Figure 3.3 - OHL E9 Structures 30-60 Indicative Profile 
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Figure 3.4 - OHL E9 Structures 60-91 Indicative Profile 
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Figure 3.5 - OHL E9 Structures 90-114 Indicative Profile 
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Figure 3.6 - Conceptual Overhead Line Section across a Valley  
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Figure 3.7 - Indicative 3-Pole Long Span Timber Gantry  
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Figure 3.8 - Indicative Gantry Tower 
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Figure 3.9 - Tower Platform spanning a steep Valley showing typical Cut and Fill Requirements 
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4. ACCESS AND CONSTRUCTION LOGISTICS 

4.1 The OHL E9 route as discussed and illustrated represents major concerns with regards 

to access, construction and maintenance. Vehicular access is required to each structure 

position for construction of the OHL. This will require extensive tracks to be upgraded 

and/or created originating from existing forestry tracks, minor county roads and local 

roads. These accesses will require numerous passing places and will require bellmouth 

locations from the highways that may need to be formed or enlarged to allow sufficient 

turning radius for trucks and plant to enter safely. The following materials will need to 

be transported to site: Wood Poles; Concrete (a long winding access track might be a 

long distance/time away from the concrete mixing depot); steel work; conductor Drums; 

fittings and insulators; stringing equipment; cranes (tower locations only); excavators 

used for pole erection; and rock breakers. Construction machinery typically used in this 

kind of construction is illustrated below in Plates 4.1-4.6. 

4.2 A range of access development approaches might also be required including the 

installation of temporary metal or plastic roadway panels e.g. track way or similar; 

temporary stone roads on a geo-textile fabric base; patching of existing accesses for 

light use only; specialist low ground clearing pressure vehicles and miscellaneous access 

works i.e. fences, gates, culverts and bridges. 

Plates 4.1-4.4 Typical Construction Machinery for OHL 
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Plates 4.5-4.6 Typical Construction Machinery for OHL 

 

 

 

 

 

4.3 Whilst the images shown of the construction machinery are on open flat land, it is a 

serious consideration that in the forestry areas on steep slopes the use of helicopters for 

construction practices is a serious possibility.  

4.4 Along the route of OHL E9 there are many locations, particularly those at the valley 

crossings identified above where extensive cut and fill will be necessary to create access 

in the steep slopes and to transport construction machinery to pole locations. The 

resulting cut and fill operations for construction and the associated removal of forestry 

will have an effect on the visual amenity of the area. The swathes of forestry which pass 
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over hilltops will result in the towers being visible on the skyline and may be visible from 

surrounding amenity routes. This would not be compliant with Holford Rules2 and CIGRE 

guidance3 on routing. 

4.5 Not only is the construction of these access tracks in the forest locations with steep 

slopes technically challenging, but it will also have a considerable impact on the forest 

landscape, commercial and leisure industry operations. Figures 4.2-4.4 give a visual 

representation of the likely impact on the forest made by the access and construction 

process.  The removal of the swathe of trees required for statutory clearances to be 

maintained in conjunction with the tree removal required for new access will result in a 

modified forest landscape. Appropriate traffic management plans will be put into place 

during construction and the area of forestry affected will need to be closed off to leisure 

and commercial practices.  The crossing of existing forestry tracks also has an impact on 

the line design. The preference is that such tracks are crossed perpendicular. As where 

an overhead line runs parallel to a track it extremely restricts the harvesting capabilities 

of the forestry commission along that stretch.  

4.6 The crossing of buried services, land drains, private water supplies, culverts and natural 

streams must also be considered. Whilst the crossing of buried services is likely to be 

minimal in the forest, the same cannot be said for culverts, private water supplies and 

natural streams. The forestry and valley locations include many natural streams and 

springs that will need detailed consideration at the design and construction stages to 

avoid pollution.  

4.7 Once access to the structure positions has been identified the next challenge is to 

prepare the site for construction. The working area required is dependent on the 

structure type. The indicative working areas can be seen in Figure 4.1 below. These 

however are indicative only to be confirmed by the contractor and may vary on a site by 

site basis. As with the accesses these working areas will require extensive tree removal 

and de-stumping before work can commence. Additionally, and as discussed in section 3 

these working areas on steep slopes are likely to require extensive preparation works in 

                                        
2 Holford Rules’ are not published as a single work but they are referred to in a number of planning 

publications used by National Grid UK including George A. Goulty (1989). Visual Amenity Aspects of High 
Voltage Transmission and RJB Carruthers (1987) Research Studies Press Ltd, Letchworth. Planning 
Overhead Power Line Routes. 
3 ‘Cigré (1999). High Voltage Overhead Lines – Environmental Concerns, Procedures, Impacts and 

Mitigations. Publication Ref. No. 147   

 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RJB
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order to create safe and secure working platforms including substantial cut and fill of 

adjoining slopes as illustrated in red on Figure 4.4. 

 

Figure 4.1 – Typical Working Area  

 

 

4.8 Whilst indicative only the construction process required for each structure type likely to 

be used by a contractor on the OHL E9 route is as follows: 

Intermediate Poles  

 Prepare access and working area; 

 Excavate the working area for poles; 

 Dress and assemble the pole structures; and 

 Erect pole structures and prepare the structure for stringing.  

Section and Angle Poles 

 Prepare access and working area; 

 Excavate the working area for pole and stays; 

 Dress and assemble poles and stays; 

 Erect poles and stays; and 

 Tension the stays and prepare the working area for stringing.  
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Towers  

 Prepare access and working area; 

 Excavate tower foundations including temporary works/earth supports; 

 Fix steel reinforcement and stubs; 

 Erect formwork and concrete; 

 Strip formwork and backfill; 

 Assemble tower in panels; and 

 Erect using a crane or derrick and prepare tower working area for stringing.  

Stringing (Tension Stringing Method) 

 Establish winch and tension machine positions; 

 Haul out pilot rope; 

 Pull out pulling bond; 

 Pull conductor; 

 Sag, mark, cut conductor, joint, fit tension strings, back hang and land conductor at 

section/angle positions;  

 Adjust stay tension; and 

 Clamp in conductors at intermediate positions.  

Tentative Pulling/Tension Positions 

4.9 The pulling and tension positions are determined by the drum conductor lengths. 

Working on an indicative basis of approximately 1.5km conductor drum length the 

indicative pulling positions that would require confirmation from a contractor were at 

structures: 1, 11 or 13, 29, 37, 45, 59, 75, 88, 100, 107 and 114. These are outline 

positions only which would have to be confirmed by the contractor. It is likely that the 

contractor would require more positions due to the nature of the steep sloping terrain. 

Alternatively, non-tension stringing methods could be adopted but on the understanding 

that the conductor is protected from contamination or damage.  

4.10 Stringing machine locations (winch and tensioner) require access capable of supporting 

substantial loads and sufficient working area (Figure 4.1 above) for the EPZ on which 

the stringing equipment is positioned and for manoeuvring the conductor drums and 

laying out the insulator strings. The poles and towers need to be prepared for stringing 

by installing running out blocks on each of the cross arms. Typically an All Terrain 

Vehicle (ATV) and a light weight winch will work ahead of the pilot team to install the 

blocks. Equipment including lifting ropes, slings and pulley blocks must also be 

transported to site. Ahead of the stringing operation a team of linesman will pull out 
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light pilot wires. Pilot wires will normally be run out from the stringing location or from 

an intermediate point with good access. The wire will usually be pulled across country 

with an ATV where accessible. However if vehicular access is not possible, as with large 

sections of steep sided forestry along the OHL E9 route, single wires may be pulled out 

by hand over short sections. The first set of lightweight pilot wires are connected to the 

winch and used to pull heavier pilot bonds under tension which are subsequently used 

to pull the conductors via the tensioner machine.  

4.11 In terms of stringing the conductor typically a 4 man team is deployed at the winch site 

and a 4 man team at the tensioner site, both overseen by a wiring foreman. Linesmen 

are also positioned at pull through angle or section structures and at any un-scaffolded 

crossings to monitor the progress of the conductor. The conductor will be pulled through 

the stringing section under tension using the heavy pilot wire, controlled by the winch 

and tensioner. Stringing time periods will vary considerably depending on the pull 

section length and the terrain. Due to the nature of the E9 route terrain, it is envisaged 

that much of the route will require the walking or even helicopter deployment of the 

pilot wire which creates hazardous operation for the construction and maintenance of 

the line. 

4.12 The accumulation of the above access and construction practices will have a significant 

impact on the forest from a landscape, visual amenity, recreation and commercial 

perspective. As illustrated in Figures 4.2-4.4 below due to the nature of the terrain a 

vast amount of deforestation and sterilisation will be necessary for the construction and 

operation of OHL E9.   
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Figure 4.2 - The Pib Valley Crossing after Construction showing steep contours 

 
 

Figure 4.3 - The Pib Valley (aerial photography) Crossing after Construction Plan 
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Figure 4.4 - The Pib Valley Crossing after Construction with tree removal illustrated 

 
 

5. CDM 

5.1 The duties of a designer under the Construction (Design and Management) Regulations 

2007 (CDM) are to mitigate risks.  The risks associated with construction of an OHL 

within corridor E9 are listed below: 

Risk Register 

 Working in difficult ground conditions and terrain and in remote areas with little or 

no communication facilities; 

 Interface with forestry operations;  

 A significant amount effort will be required to create a safe working environment; 

 Weather/climatic conditions for construction and maintenance – restrictions on 

when construction works can be undertaken but a significant impact on 

maintenance and repair operations;  

 Long and challenging accesses which will require extensive preparation and 

temporary works; and  

 Working at height conditions are challenging, for sagging/jointing and landing 

conductors in severe hilly, difficult terrain. 
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5.2 Under CDM Regulations, it is a requirement for the original Designer to consider the 

implication for later construction and maintenance works. Not only will access be a 

problem for specialised mechanised equipment  but the use of “non-standard” design 

components will likely introduce delays in restoration works or worse still, the incorrect 

“standard” trident materials may be introduced unwittingly onto the line during 

emergency repair works.  

5.3 Wherever mitigation is not possible the designer shall put control measures in place. 

Mitigation at route corridor options stage includes criterion such as the avoidance of 

corridors which pose a significant risk during construction and maintenance. Mitigation 

at design stage would include appropriate measures to reduce the above risks. 

5.4 The risks associated with construction and maintenance of an OHL within corridor E9 are 

significantly greater than for the corridors within the flatter and less undulating 

landscape shown in Figure 1.1 – Section E Corridors. As such for CDM reasons 

corridor E9 is challenging and not preferred. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 

6.1 This technical note has described the design and construction challenges for the most 

northern corridor within section E of the study area and is based on professional 

experience, contractor liaison, design, CDM and information from site visits.  

6.2 The overhead line route was based on the indicative design which was developed for E9 

and profiles which were developed using a Digital Terrain Model (DTM). The line design 

incorporates a basic span of 130m.   

6.3 For corridor E9 which is set within steep valleys with mature commercial forestry the 

OHL requires much shorter span lengths in numerous locations in order to navigate 

steep slopes. Additionally, special structures are required in seven locations where span 

lengths exceed the maximum permissible design span.  

6.4 Within E9 there are 10 valley crossings ranging from 143m to 350m in length and an 

overall swathe of 25m needs to be removed through areas of forestry to ensure safe 

overhead line clearances are maintained. In terms of construction corridor E9 will 

require slope stability work to create working platforms and access routes on steep 

slopes to ensure safe work site for construction and maintenance together with 

structural integrity of the line. 

6.5 Extensive cut and fill will be necessary to create access in the steep slopes and to 

transport construction machinery to pole locations. The resulting cut and fill operations 

for construction and the associated removal of forestry will have an effect on the visual 

amenity of the area. The removal of the swathe of trees required for statutory 

clearances to be maintained in conjunction with the tree removal required for new 

access will result in a modified forest landscape. The accumulation of the above access 

and construction practices will have a significant impact on the forest from a landscape, 

visual amenity, recreation and commercial perspective. Additionally the swathes of 

forestry which pass over hilltops will result in the towers being visible on the skyline and 

may be visible from surrounding amenity routes. 

6.6 Initial site assessments indicate the presence of rock at or near round level. Foundation 

for structures will require excavation into rock which will require specialist plant. The 

risks associated with excavation for foundation construction on steep slopes will be a 

problem from slope stability and a CDM perspective.  

6.7 To conclude the engineering challenges and risks associated with construction and 

maintenance of an OHL within corridor E9 are significantly greater than for the corridors 
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within the flatter and less undulating landscape. It is our opinion that the northern 

corridor comprising segments E1/E9 is not preferred.
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INDICATIVE OHL E9 ROUTE DESIGN
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APPENDIX 2 

TYPICAL STRUCTURES TO BE USED IN THE DESIGN 
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